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Shown:
Genus Bravo Deluxe Follow Focus
Genus Hot Plate Professional Adaptor Bars System
Genus Elite Matte Box Kit
Sony PMW-F3

Genus Bravo Deluxe Follow Focus
The Genus Bravo Deluxe Follow Focus is designed with the DSLR and video shooter in mind.
This is a lightweight and precision focus designed to attach to industry standard 15mm rods.
The smooth action of the gearbox allows the operator or assistant to pull accurate and
repeatable focus.
The 0.8 pitch Gear Wider Version can be attached to either side of the follow focus. Optional
Pitch Gears for Broadcast Lenses are also available. 0.5 (Canon & Angenieux) & 0.6 (Fujinon).
The 3D bevelled focus marking disc makes viewing focus marks from different angles easily,
especially when shooting solo without the assistance of a dedicated focus puller. The end
stops are designed to limit the position of Marking Disc indicator, where
the user can ensure focusing within the expected range.
The gloss white surface of the marking disc makes the
addition and removal of focus marks with a non
permanent marker or grease pencil easy.
The follow focus bar adaptor is adjustable to allow users
to quickly and easily reposition
the reference point to suit the
way you are shooting.

Features
3D marking disc allows the user to shoot and see the focus marks.
Sliding Bracket, moving the Follow Focus Gear Box Assembly away from the lens,
enabling quick lens changes, without de-rigging.
End Stops allows the user to limit the focusing range on the follow focus.
Accomodate 0.8 Pitch Gear wider version.
Optional Pitch Gears for Broadcast Lenses: 0.5 (Canon & Angenieux) & 0.6 (Fujinon).
Reversible Pitch Gear action for various lenses.
Bar Adaptor supports 15mm standard rods.
Backlash elimination system within the Gear-Box.
High specification aluminium & acetal construction.
Ultra-smooth action when adjusting focus.
Flexible Belt Gear option available.
360 degree adjustable datum.
Positive Drag Pressure.
Adjustable Rod Clamp

Adjustable Datum

